
WHAT THE MAPPER WANTS FROM 
LIDAR 

 
A base map which will lead to the 

most productive, efficient and 
economic use of the mapper’s time 

 
 



The ideal base map will “contain the features 
which are obvious on the ground to a 
competitor at speed”  
Next best would be a great many points where 
the mapper can place themselves with 
precision.  This would include a very large 
number of features which lidar alone will not 
identify. 
Features such as fallen logs, vegetation shapes, 
dead trees, ant hills, and many others may 
never make it to the final map but will give a 
fixed point for the mapper. 
 
 
 
 

Id 



FIELDWORK 

• My basic setup is a 7500 scale A4 sheet with 
all base map detail compiled on the one sheet 
(see later examples) 

• This can be a contour base combined with a 
georeferenced photo. 

• Details can be added from enlarged photos 
and from slope analysis from lidar. 

• Final map is drawn up after each days work. 



ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF AN O MAP 
 

- Terrain shape 
- Features 
- Legibility 
- Accuracy 

 -Readability 

 



TERRAIN SHAPE - CONTOURS 

• The contours in the lidar data are to an 
engineering standard. 

• Orienteering maps require the contours to 
show the land shapes as seen by the 
competitive orienteer. 

• Contours may be bent by up to 1.25m and 
form lines may be added. 

• Pullautin software produces good results for 
granite and gully/spur terrains. 



FEATURES 
• Few features can be systematically identified 

using lidar. (Pullautin software greatly helps) 

• Many features can be plotted by combining lidar 
with georeferenced aerial photography. 

• Many more features and reference points can be 
added viewing the photos at high scale (1:1000). 

• Some extra features can be added using lidar 
slope analysis. 

• Lidars biggest weakness is its inability to plot 
nearly as many reference points as was available 
with analogue photography. 

 



LEGIBILITY 

• ISOM is quite specific. Legibility must be 
assessed using printed maps at 1:15000 scale. 

• Maps can be used for orienteering at other 
scales, but must be a strict enlargement of the 
15000 map. 

• Fieldworking using a 7500 base will produce a 
legible 15000 map.  

• Fieldwork at a larger scale will not usually 
result in meeting the legibility criteria. 



ACCURACY 

• “competitors shall not perceive any inaccuracy 
in the map.” 

• Readability and the correct relationship 
between features is more important than 
absolute accuracy. 

• Some significant features may be exagerated. 



READABILITY 

• The language of orienteering maps is the 
ISOM. 

• The IOF has taken a hard line approach to 
ensure conformity to the ISOM. 

• For any IOF ranked event no variation can 
expect to approved. 



Hill End    Base map      Fieldwork      Final map 

Base Map  by Chris Wilmott using low flight photography.  Scale  1:7500. Contours reasonable except under heavy 
tree cover. Contours and detail derived from interpretation of analogue photos at scale of approx. 1:1000 with a six 
times exageration of height. 

Gives multiple locations  where fieldworker can place themselves with precision. 

An area like this can easily lead to overmapping and an illegible map. The 7500 scale limits this. Legibility is also 
maintained through  generalisation and selection of symbols to ensure high contrast on the printed map. 



Warranine Brook   Base map     Fieldwork     Final map 

Base map 1:7500. Digitally produced contours using an optical process. High resolution photo georeferenced to 
contours as part of the same process. Contours and photo combined for fieldwork base. 

Rock detail added via manual scanning of photos  at very high resolution (photo pixelated at about 1:1000).  
Problems in identifying boulders using two dimensional photo. Contours being to an engineering standard needed 
continuous adjustment. 

Expect that a lidar base with Pullautin contours backed by an aerial photo would be better. 



Transit Flat   Base map     Fieldwork       Final map 

Base map  1:7500  Pullautin software via Greg hawthorn giving contours, larger rock detail , greens and yellows. Extra 
data added from aerial photography (1:25000 only) and tracks by GPS. False colours.  

Contours excellent, larger rock and cliffs OK, greens of some value, yellows not recogniseable except for large areas. 

GPS track about 20% accurate, rest indicative only. 

Major track from photography needed minor reworking 

 



Boambee Beach      Base map        Fieldwork        Final map       

Base map 1:5000 DEM  2.5 metre contours  using OCAD 11, background photo from SIX aerial georeferenced. All 
via Russell Rigby. LAS intensity, LAS classification and slope shading did not add any essential information. Photo 
pixellated at greater than 1:1000 and could be used to identify  useful detail. 

Contour source did not identify depression areas  which made fieldwork difficult. Pullautin contours showed less 
detail but did highlight depressions. If starting again Pullautin contours would be used. 

5000 scale for fieldwork selected as  detailed sand hill terrain was an unknown fieldwork environment. Map was 
printed at 7500. 



CONCLUSIONS 

1. Local and overseas experience shows that the use of 
lidar is an important component in the production of 
new base maps for orienteering. 

2. Software manipulation of the data is required for 
useful results. 

3. Georeferenced high resolution photography is 
needed to allow for hands on identification of the 
myriad of point features needed for precision 
fieldworking. 

4. Combined Pullautin contours and high resolution 
photograph seem best result for granite and gully/ 
spur terrains. 


